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As a scholar of education I have often
observed how some of the most compelling
insights I have encountered concerning
pedagogy come from those individuals living
and operating outside the boundaries of
educational scholarship. Sometimes such
individuals are not formal scholars at all but
individuals who have suffered at the hands of
educational institutions.
(Kincheloe, 2009:26)

This book is dedicated to my mother, Anna
Mae Harris (29 June 1926–25 August 2007),
whose death was concurrent with this
project’s birth. Both my life and this project
are imbued with her words of wisdom, some
borrowed from Shakespeare, including ‘To
thine own self be true’.
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Author’s Note

Ethnocinema as Arts Education: Intercultural Collaboration in Film is a research
study, but also an ethnographic account of using an arts method in classrooms and
in community research. It draws primarily upon the various knowledges of Sudanese
students from refugee backgrounds, arts education theory and upon the intercultural
principles of second-wave critical pedagogy, including hooks. The project suggests
ways forward for those who wish to engage in more critically conscious, socially
just research and educational practices but is not a handbook for teachers or researchers (who I believe must all find our own ways of applying methods in our own
contexts and times).
In sharing this one way of doing arts-based research, this text further develops
the principles and practices of ethnocinema, which prioritises relationship and
mutuality in intercultural collaborations over aesthetics or outcomes, and critiques
some evolving applications in the practice of critical pedagogy as it is practised in
schools and communities. Ethnocinema as Arts Education critiques current educational practices, which marginalise, exclude and objectify those who are emerging
from refugee pasts; seeks to re-frame refugeity as a state of being rather than a fixed
identity and foregrounds ways in which all ethnographic and pedagogical collaborators can share in an evolving criticality, using multiple and creative methodologies
and contexts.
The researcher uses her own status as insider/outsider – as immigrant gay
educator – to contextualise her reflections on and relationships with these Sudanese
Australian co-participants, and as other ethnographic researchers have found, ‘Despite
all my connections, relationships, and involvements with [my co-participants], I was
still an outsider… and an academician.’ (Wahab 2003: 633). The seven films (six
co-participant films and my own reflexive film) and text which comprise Ethnocinema
in Arts Education comment on the complexities of the performance of identity for
both the researcher and her co-participants and challenge ‘paradigms of inquiry that
discourage relationship building, emotionality, and intimacy as legitimate components of the knowledge creation process’ (638). Gender, age, race, class and ethnicity
intersect as a range of intercultural encounters in this study. Taken together, the films
and the text seek to offer new approaches to intercultural collaboration, both inside
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and outside of the classroom, which highlight the ways in which ‘key aspect[s] of the
praxis/social change purpose of qualitative research lies in the relationship between
researcher and researched’ (Cho and Trent, 2006: 331) and which demonstrate
validity as ‘the extent to which collaboratively involved participants are co-researchers
in the research process’ (332).
Please note that the 6-film series is entitled Cross-Marked: Sudanese Australian
Young Women Talk Education, but the combined book and seven films (including the author’s) have been retitled Ethnocinema as Arts Education: Intercultural
Collaboration in Film.

Viewing/Reading Process

My preference is for the films to be viewed alongside the text. The films inform the
written text, and the text contextualises the films, in an evolving and interconnecting
manner. Ideally, the reader will also become the viewer, will read the Introduction
and then watch the first film before proceeding to read Chap. 2, which is intended
to complement this film. The process should be continued – first film and then
corresponding chapter – through to the last film, EthnocineMe, which forms the
Afterword.
The films can be found by name on the last page under Filmography and accessed
online via YouTube.
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